A Reconsideration of Sin, Grace, and the Reformation
Christopher Ocker

There is something fundamentally inaccurate about the way theology in the Reformation
is routinely viewed: through a prism of debates that divided Catholics and Protestants at
“anthropology,” “soteriology,” and other doctrines. To be sure, for over fifty years now it is
customary for Catholic theologians to appreciate Martin Luther and John Calvin as constructive,
even corrective voices, in the manner of Erwin Iserloh, Peter Manns, Hans Küng, Alexandre
Ganoczy, David Tracy, Leonardo Boff, and Walter Kaspar; or to critique the effect and legacy of
post-Reformation positions in the manner of Elizabeth Johnson. It has been customary for
Protestant theologians to emphasize the Reformation’s late medieval theological background and
to identify specific points of doctrinal continuity, in order to define more narrowly the moment
of discontinuity, and perhaps, even, to find ways to overcome it, in the manner of Bernd Hamm,
Dennis Janz, Karlfried Froehlich, Heiko Augustinus Oberman, Jane Dempsey Douglas, and
Susan Schreiner. A crowning achievement of a generation of ecumenical scholarship is certainly
the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification. Christian theologians today, or at least
those who take historical theology seriously, including, by the way, evangelical ones, are simply
more open to other Christian traditions than ever before.
But there is still a problem, and it will not be overcome by one’s capacity to appreciate
theologians across the fence who three generations ago one was supposed to fear or hate. There
is a fundamental problem of perspective, namely that we think there was any significant
difference (and the term ‘significant’ is operative) between Protestants and Catholics at all.

If you will forgive the editorializing, I think it is fair to say that, to a woman, to a man,
serious students of Reformation theology today realize that Luther’s theological innovations
were drawn not just on a canvas of biblical scholarship (Luther’s truly novel reassessment of St.
Paul’s use of δικαιοσύνη, “justice” or “righteousness”) but also on a canvas of late medieval
scholastic debate. No one seriously doubts that Luther’s innovations must be seen as solutions to
scholastic problems. So there is this agreement about a theological “retrospective.”
There is also some agreement – some because there is serious debate about this
particularly in Europe – that Luther’s anthropology, taken as a whole, did not necessarily involve
the cut-and-dry dichotomies between revelation, divine action, and grace, on the one hand, and
human cognition, intention, and volition, on the other, which the Bondage of the Will poses and
influential interpreters like Emanuel Hirsch, Gerhard Ebeling, David Tracy, and our own John
Dillenberger of happy memory have emphasized. So there is some agreement about Luther’s
“prospect”, even though the nature of Luther’s post-Reformation legacy is debated more than the
issue of a late medieval background, much of this hanging on how one views the quaternion of
internal-Lutheran debates in the 1550’s and 1560’s, between “gnesio-Lutherans,” “Philippists,”
“Majorists,” and Osiander, which the Formula of Concord (1577) was meant to resolve.
Historical theologians tend to get very technical in the space between the retrospective
and the prospect, trying to identify exact points of Lutheran departure from Catholic theology.
They still argue about the biographical moment when a “Reformation breakthrough” happened:
was it in the lectures on the Psalms, as Hirsch and others once said, before the controversy over
indulgences broke out in autumn 1517, or did it occur through a sequence of moments before and
during the controversy over indulgences, as Bernd Hamm seems to believe, or does it still all
hang on justification by faith alone, as Thomas Kaufmann seems to believe. I say “seem,”

because one of the hallmarks of debate since the recovery of Luther’s late medieval background
is a great deal of Teutonic equivocating, yet there is striving to find that Archimedean point from
which the difference between Luther and Catholic tradition becomes utterly clear. This continued
interest in documenting Luther’s departure from Catholic tradition has also been evident in the
so-called “Finnish school” of Luther interpretation, an important challenge to the largely
German-Lutheran view that Luther’s doctrine of grace is diametrically opposed to “Catholic”
anthropology: one might say that Mannermaa and company have a more complex view of
Lutheran-Catholic differentiation than the prevailing German view, yet there remains an
investment in confessional difference nonetheless. From the Catholic vantage point, it seems to
go without saying that Luther was thrown out of the church, and so even if he should be
rehabilitated, whole or in part, there must have been a very fundamental historical difference
between Luther and theologians of his day. This is doubtless true, but I’m trying to suggest that it
might not be – even historically – very important.
These perspectives fail to consider adequately or accurately just how fluid the state of
theological reflection was in the sixteenth century. They fail to explain just how strong an effect
a bigger and longer contest in western theology had on western culture. In the following essay, I
survey the main points of that longer contest in debates about original sin and grace. I suggest
that Protestant theologies of sin and grace were mere episodes in the larger contest. I believe that
over the longterm, the culturally important issue in the contest between explanations for evil and
grace is not well described as a debate between Protestant and Catholic positions. The contest
should rather be seen as a debate that crossed Protestant and Catholic lines, and I believe Leibniz
happened to identify its largest dimensions with great insight, when he fingered the culprit as the
problem of the interaction of divinity with the world.

There are other reasons why I think a reassessment of the Reformation is timely and
necessary. I will save some of them for the discussion, and I look forward to your thoughts and
reactions.
The article has just appeared in Ulinka Rublack, ed., The Oxford Handbook of the
Protestant Reformation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), 23-46.
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Expl ain i ng Ev i l
and G rac e
Christopher Ocker

For thirty years, Adam, the first man, lived a carefree life with his wife Eve in a garden
of pleasure—Paradise—when the devil came disguised as a serpent to tempt them. They
took fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil against God’s explicit command. Suddenly awakened to their nakedness, they covered themselves in shame. An
archangel drove them out of the garden. From then on, women gave birth in great pain
and lived subject to men. Adam was condemned, together with his descendants, to cultivate his food by hard labor for the rest of time (Figure 2.1).
Humanity enjoyed a mere thirty-year generation of uninterrupted, God-intended
bliss. Their descendants were condemned to a degraded misery.1 So goes the familiar
story in the version of Hartmann Schedel (d. 1514), compiler of the lavishly illustrated
Liber chronicarum (1493), near the beginning of his history of the world.
More than a century passed before European scholars in any number believed that
Adam and Eve might be only two of many human progenitors, relativizing the impact
of their sin; or that the story might be an ancient myth, eliminating the historical argument for why humans are depraved.2 At the end of the Middle Ages, all through the
Reformation, everyone was to be a child of this couple, designed as perfectly good,
plagued by corruptible bodies, leaning instinctively toward evil from birth, destined to
eternal punishment—unless Christ’s redeeming sacrifice were received as a gift of God’s
grace. This was the storied moral binary of a majority religion.3
Of course, Luther uniquely disrupted traditional practices and beliefs.4 His followers applied and adapted his arguments for “justification by faith alone” to support several elements of a reform platform, breaking down barriers to the free flow
of grace: the elimination of penance as a sacrament, a reconceptualized Eucharist,
the reconstruction of the priesthood into a non-intercessory pastoral office, and a
reorganization of clergy that eliminated popes and bishops as conduits of sacramental power. Catholic scholars certainly defended tradition, refining earlier scholastic
arguments to describe “justification” as a process by which the gift of grace heals or
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Figure 2.1 Adam and Eve, choosing to eat fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil
in their plush garden (right), then being expelled from Paradise (left). Hartmann Schedel, Liber
chronicarum (Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1493), f. 7r.
By permission of the Master and Fellows of St. John’s College, Cambridge.

embellishes human moral powers, and they went beyond late medieval practices to
renew the church spiritually, in part to undermine Protestant appeal. The depth and
vigor of polemic between the “confessions” can hardly be exaggerated. Intellectuals,
most of whom were clergy teaching in schools or working in the retinues of popes,
prince-bishops, princes, bishops, and cities, drew on the combined arsenals of scholasticism and humanism to formulate and refine their competing “confessional”
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positions. They fought by pen and podium to separate cities, territories, and kingdoms into competing religious camps.
But Catholic and Protestant theologians also agreed about many things.5 They agreed
that Adam and Eve were created physically and morally flawless, with painless bodies
that would not grow old or die; that the progenitors should have propagated a flawless
species; that they enjoyed exceptional knowledge and complete mastery over the natural
world; that they lived non-violently in a perfectly balanced environment, an actual garden located somewhere on earth; and that they possessed strong, persistent willpower,
allowing them to choose freely to continue in this moral condition of “original righteousness” forever. Catholic and Protestant theologians agreed that God’s command not
to eat of the fruit of a particular tree was an arbitrary proof of obedience; that the original human parents were tempted by an actual snake; that this temptation was a textbook
case of deception; and that after Adam and Eve sinned, their descendants inherited both
the guilt and the penalty for committing it. Official opinion on both sides said original
sin is transmitted through lineage, not by imitation, and human sinfulness could only
be remedied by divine grace. They agreed that Jesus did not inherit original sin, by virtue of his mother Mary’s virginal conception. Both parties of theologians were willing
to regard those who denied any of these agreements, such as the followers of Faustus
Socinus (d. 1604), as religious criminals.
In addition to these converging opinions, Protestant and Catholic scholars discussed
some of the same open questions within their separate camps. They debated whether
the original transgression involved: contempt for God’s Word, doubt, distrust, pride,
disobedience, murder (by causing their progeny’s death), theft, rivalry, concupiscence,
Adam’s wrongful submission to his wife, Eve’s failure to be subordinate to her husband,
and/or demonic deception. They considered whether Adam or Eve’s sin was the worst in
human history, and they argued between at least four different theories of the creation of
individual souls.6 Above all, they struggled among their own to agree on the exact relationship of divine agency and human will in moral action.
The process of Protestant–Catholic differentiation, so important on the whole, does
not explain the entire effect of the religious controversy on an older moral system. It
took time to reconfigure an established ethical culture, if that is what theologians were
meaning to do.

A Scholastic Background
Theological innovations of the sixteenth century stand on two distinctly western–
Christian notions about evil and goodness: that evil is an inherited trait (original sin)
and that being good requires divine aid (a gift of grace).7 Implicit here is an inverse
proportion of human moral disability to divine agency. The more disabled, the more
constant and unilateral was God’s intervention with grace. The more autonomous the
human power of volition, the more collaborative was God’s grace with nature.
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Evil
People bore the marks of an ancient crime in their living bodies. To explain the inherited disability, theologians, since the rise of universities in the late twelfth century,
defined the trait of sin in negative terms, either as a “privation” of being, rather than a
“substance,” or as a privation of rectitude.8 Either way, as a morbid quality in the soul,
original sin aged and killed the body while amplifying physical desires. Desire, concupiscentia, and death bespoke the primeval origin of evil.
Adam and Eve’s transgression, like every subsequent human sin, violated an infinite
God’s perfect dominion, argued Anselm of Canterbury (d. 1109), the early adapter of
logic to theological uses in the west. The offense must be measured by the rights of the
offended party, a perfectly just and infinite God. It was a transgression of infinite dimension.9 Transmitted to all Adam’s descendants (in quo omnes peccaverunt, Romans 5:12
Vulgate), it was why all people tend to be bad.10 They were also guiltworthy, responsible
for paying a debt they could never repay; nor could perfect justice stand if the debt were
blindly forgiven. Only God as a human could satisfy a perfect and infinite God.
Medieval theologians argued that people were restored to a condition of righteousness by having Christ’s flawless life or innocent death accepted by God as satisfaction for
sins, or sinners were restored by following Christ’s moral example. These two theories, of
“satisfaction” (or “penal substitution”) and “moral influence,” developed by Anselm and
Peter Abelard (d. 1142) respectively (and often contrasted by theologians in the nineteenth century and today), were elaborated in many ways by medieval and early modern
scholars. Most began with theories of satisfaction (Abelard himself did not deny it).11
European theologians also agreed that through the sacrament of baptism (a ritual
application of grace), a human being, normally an infant, is freed from eternal punishment as a gift of divine grace, but concupiscence lingers as the persistent desire to do
wrong.12 In Paradise, Adam and Eve enjoyed moral perfection, an “original righteousness.” Evil began with the loss of this condition. Take righteousness away and bodily
desires run wild. Aristotle’s psychology then helped medieval scholars describe physical desire as a constant potentiality, even in Paradise before sin, and break evil down
to deliberations between information, calculations, and wants. Some, most famously
the Franciscan John Duns Scotus (d. 1308), a master of theology at Oxford and Paris of
extraordinary influence, insisted that Adam and Eve in the state of innocence received a
gift of grace to help preserve their original righteousness.13

Grace
Grace was simply the remedy for evil. A strong consensus regarded grace as a real thing,
a substance, transmitted by sacraments and other pious practices to living, ensouled
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bodies. Grace was “infused” at baptism and when the Eucharist is eaten, and given in
other sacraments for special purposes, such as priesthood or marriage or death, or nurtured by means of pious deeds and practices. It transformed the self from transgressor
to righteous or just: “what else are the justified but those who have been made righteous (iusti facti), namely, by him [God] who justifies the ungodly so that the ungodly
becomes a righteous person?”14 According to Peter Lombard’s (d. 1160) topical collection of opinions, the Four Books of Sentences, which served as one of two principal
base texts of lectures in medieval theology faculties (the other text was the Bible), an
endowment of caritas effected the return from evil to righteousness. To Lombard, on the
strength of passages in the writings of the apostle Paul, this gift of grace, given at baptism, was actually an inpouring of the Holy Spirit and a requisite to any active and effective exercise of faith.15 Such an “infused” faith “by which” (fides qua) a person believes
was also meritorious, that is, it had tangible, positive value, in contrast with mere “belief
that” (fides quae) the articles of faith are true. All other meritorious virtues stem from
Spirit/love, divine affinity, injected right into the corrupt soul.
Three principal variations of Lombard’s concept of infused, enabling grace grew
with scholasticism in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Theologians variously
stressed the role of free will and contrition (Bonaventure, d. 1274), contrition (John
Duns Scotus, d. 1308), or the infusion of grace (Thomas Aquinas, d. 1274).16 The
Dominican Aquinas emphasized the priority of the divine gift, but he insisted it was
a qualitas in the soul that produces faith and a habitus of virtue. This virtue comes
without any prior cause: it is simply an expression of divine will, or election, although
a soul must be “disposed” to receive it. Aquinas, like Lombard and others, called the
entire process (the initial gift of grace, the remission of sin, and the effects of the
“operating grace” apparent in the faith, love, and penance of a Christian person) justification.17 The Franciscan Scotus agreed that grace is an infused habit given by God,
but he stressed human moral capacity by insisting that a sinner can prepare for grace
ex puris naturalibus, by natural power alone, while conceding that grace is routinely
necessary to preserve goodness, even in the Garden of Eden, where a donum superadditum helped Adam and Eve remain righteous. In addition, Scotus argued that both
the gift of grace and a person’s cooperation with it depended ultimately upon God’s
free choice to accept the sinner as gracious. He even speculated that, de potentia absoluta (that is, as a matter of logical possibility but not in the actual world that God has
ordained), mortal sin and grace could coexist and that sins could be forgiven without
the infusion of grace; in fact, God could also refuse to reward deeds performed with
the aid of caritas (this was based on his principle that a natural cause cannot limit
or restrict how an infinite God acts).18 Grace comes from beyond natural order but
works within the natural order. Scotus’s younger contemporary, the Franciscan Pierre
Aureol (d. 1322), pressed the discussion of grace in a still more anthropocentric direction, when he argued that caritas infused in the soul pleases God ex natura res and de
necessitate, such that a person with caritas necessarily merits eternal life, and that even
de potentia absoluta, no one can merit eternal life without caritas.19 Grace, in this perspective, is subject to natural order.
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Scotus’ speculations about moral action ex puris naturalibus and Aureol’s absolute
natural order illustrate an early point in prolonged debate over nature and grace. To
expose the powers and limitations of a grace-substance, scholars commonly discussed at
least seven distinct sets of contrasting forms: “created and uncreated grace,” “grace given
gratis and grace that makes gracious,” “operating grace and cooperating grace,” etc.,
each set juxtaposing the agency of divine giver and human recipient by subtle degrees.20
Arguments built with these terms were generously ridiculed by Luther and Erasmus. But
there were few alternatives to fighting over the conditions and implications of the forms
of grace in late medieval schools. Radical alternatives to this approach were few, such as
the opinion of Uhtred of Boldon, an Oxford master active in the late 1350s, who reconceived grace as a “relation,” not a substance at all.21 William Ockham (d. 1347) experimented with the idea that God could override the ordinary mechanism of grace by sheer
power, de potentia absoluta, accepting a sinner by pure act of will; but this, as Alistair
McGrath has emphasized, was a hypothetical exercise. 22 He was more famously thought
to argue that gifts of grace were predicated on meritorious acts of will. Along with the
contrasting forms of grace came the question of moral merit and worth: does the penitent’s action have intrinsic moral value (meritum de condigno), or does it have partial
value, as a limited, maybe miniscule pledge toward future moral growth (meritum de
congruo)? In this as in all subjects, late medieval scholars were trained to argue creatively
from their sources, and the best freely did.

Agency
Linked to the question of grace was a question of divine agency. The Dominican Aquinas
and others, especially scholars in the Augustinian Order, such as the Parisian masters
Thomas of Strasbourg (d. 1357) and Gregory of Rimini (d. 1358), and eventually Martin
Luther (d. 1546), each in distinct ways argued that divine choice must precede any consideration of future merit or worthiness. God gives grace freely in an act of premeditated
love, unconditioned by human dispositions or choices. In this way of thinking, God’s
beneficiaries were predestined to receive grace without any consideration of their worthiness or interest; whether or how remained an ongoing debate in Martin Luther’s religious order, where opinion usually stood close to Aquinas.23 A complex logic explored
alternative emphases on divine and human moral agency. Some, especially Franciscans,
argued the possibility of human beings initiating the gift of grace, either by appealing to
God’s freedom to accept such actions as meritorious (Scotus) or by appealing to God’s
foreknowledge of future moral dispositions and actions (as William Ockham was, perhaps wrongly, said to argue).24
The varieties of grace, natural moral power, original sin, and divine agency formed
a fourteenth-century storehouse of ideas from which scholars studying evil and grace
drew for more than three hundred years. A shrewd Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (d. 1716),
looking back over the Reformation, reduced this tangle to its quintessence: a debate
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between just two positions on the relationship of divine agency to future contingent
actions.25 But theologians were bound to a tangle of religious concerns. How was the
flow of grace set in motion? What exactly did grace change and how? What exactly were
the divine and human actions that healed the morbid self?
There were three general sets of contested opinions before the Reformation.
Dominican and Augustinian friars variously emphasized God as the initial cause of
grace and virtue as the outcome of human cooperation with God’s free gift. Franciscans
and others emphasized human initiative and natural preparation for grace. And some
theologians debated whether God is bound by the natural order to reward merit or does
so as a free act of acceptance. Beneath it all was the challenge of describing the connections between nature and grace, human and divine action, a problem imposed by the
limitlessness of traditional monotheistic concepts of God.

Luther
Luther modified two medieval ideas. First, he amplified and extended the effects of
inherited evil. Beginning with his sermon on the feast of the Immaculate Conception in
1514, three years before his conflict with the papacy began, he started to describe original
sin and concupiscence as one and the same thing, returning to pre-scholastic usage.26
Furthermore, he came to believe that not only the carnal desires associated with original
sin but also personal guilt for Adam’s deed remained in all people until death, whether
they received the sacraments or not. Luther argued that original sin creates a corruptio
naturae that disables reason, will, and emotion from doing good in a manner that can
contribute to salvation, leaving all people incapable of iustitia coram Deo, “righteousness before God.” In 1515, he reiterated the point in connection with his interpretation
of St. Paul’s Letter to the Romans. “Can a person be perfectly just? No. A person is at
once a sinner and just (simul peccator et iustus), a sinner by actual deed, and just by a
certain consideration and promise of God, that God could liberate (liberet) one from
sin, until one is perfectly healed.”27 Perfect healing is always future to mortals—a healing
“in hope” of a sinner “in fact” (in re). This conviction of lifelong unrighteousness and the
alien source of goodness before God helped Luther develop his critique of indulgences
and his rejection of a priest’s divine authority to pronounce the forgiveness of sins—a
priest’s penitential power—in 1517 and 1518 for the first time with true clarity. The soul
must always be desperate for the grace it receives by believing God’s mere promise.
Grace preserves, remains predicated on, this lifelong, desperate need. In the words of
Philip Melanchthon’s Augsburg Confession, “after Adam’s Fall all human beings … in
the mother’s body and after, are entirely full of evil desire and addiction and can have, by
nature, no true divine fruit, no true faith in God.”28
His second modification of medieval ideas follows from this. He made God’s agency
absolute in the remedy to sin. In The Bondage of the Will, Luther’s famous 1525 rebuttal
of Desiderius Erasmus’s moral theology, he argued that evil constrained human nature
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“necessarily” (but without compulsion, non coacte) to make sinful choices, unless one is
under the direct influence of the Holy Spirit.29 Only God’s choice could cause this spiritual gift. A divine “predestination and foreknowledge” determines not only who would
be saved but the course of all events, Luther argued, expanding the idea of predestination beyond his predecessor’s in the Augustinian Order, Gregory of Rimini, author of
one of the most theocentric theories of grace in the late Middle Ages. Luther adamantly
rejected the more naturalistic speculations of medieval Franciscan theologians, but he
also viewed Aquinas as a defender of autonomous moral power, perhaps relying on
Gabriel Biel’s misleading presentation of the famous Dominican.30
Reflecting back on the beginning of the religious controversy near the end of his
life, Luther pointed to the importance of a particular concept, which he called “passive justice” (iustitia passiva). He claimed that righteousness, in St. Paul’s usage, refers
not to an active but to a passive moral quality of human personality. 31 A believer is
iustus by faith alone; or in the Pauline phrase, iustus ex fide vivit, “the just shall live by
faith” (Romans 1:17). The Pauline concept of righteousness refers not to a quality but
to a relation, a state of “being in” or “existing toward”—not an internal possession.32
It is “imputed” to, never cultivated within, the just man or woman. And the person
accepted as “just” by God remains evil, “a Christian person is at once just and a sinner (simul iustus et peccator), holy, profane, an enemy and a child of God,” as Luther
famously said in 1531.33
Luther first began to use the concept of iustitia passiva, although not the phrase,
in the long series of lectures he gave at Wittenberg on the Psalms, from 1513 to 1516,
three years before the religious controversy began. It appeared there alongside his
revision of original sin and other reworked concepts—faith, imputation, promise,
gospel, law, merit, grace, and human freedom.34 He also adapted a medieval mystical theme of passive resignation to God (Gelassenheit) as he tried to find confidence
in his pursuit of perfection.35 In 1517, the concept of passive justification encouraged
Luther’s rejection of indulgences, and it framed his criticisms of tradition during the
quickly escalating controversy with other theologians and the papacy in 1518 and 1519.
When Luther turned against “non-evangelical” monasticism in 1521, the concept of
justification helped him see his own changing position as a stage in the conversion he
began as a monk.36 The new concept of justification removed an ethics of virtue from
the realm of spiritual formation: being good could in no way help free a person from
divine punishment or give the penitent confidence in God’s grace. One could only
believe that God’s promises to forgive, accept, and receive the follower of Christ are
true. Assurance came purely from faith, itself a gift given by God and produced by the
action of the Holy Spirit.
Luther created a new binary, a new theoretical extreme. Permanent moral injury and
guilt were coupled with grace as a unilateral gift. Grace was separated from any reciprocal exchange between heaven and earth.
This was a bold innovation, or rediscovery, as Luther’s followers would say. If passive justice was the axiom of a Protestant ideology of reform, it emptied monasteries,
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destroyed shrines, reduced and repositioned the means and media of divine power,
recalibrated the measure of holiness, reconfigured emotions, and more. For or against,
each side of the controversy over Luther had much to study and defend.

“Forensic” Justification
The indictment against mortal human nature was repeated and paraphrased frequently
in Protestant confessional documents, all equally dire. The vast majority of Protestants,
including most Anabaptists and even esoteric writers like Jakob Boehme, followed
Luther’s identification of original sin with concupiscence, and they agreed that this
sinfulness continued throughout mortal life. Enduring sinfulness became a distinctive
element of all Protestant theology. The solution to evil had to come from outside. In a
sharp restatement of Luther’s concept of iustitia passiva, Protestant theologians often
described justification as “forensic,” “ ‘to justify’ signifies here [in St. Paul’s usage] not
making a just person out of a wicked person but pronouncing a person just in the usage
of the court (in usu forensi).”37 Philip Melanchthon (d. 1560) originated the idea. Most
Protestants accepted it. Although the two biblical sacraments, baptism and the Lord’s
Supper, remained tangible “means of grace,” in John Calvin’s (d. 1564) famous phrase,
their power depended on the promise communicated or on the atonement symbolically represented by them and the faith of the person receiving them, not on an intrinsic power in the physical sacrament created by a priest performing the rite. The media
transmitting grace and the action of receiving it were distinct from the judicial declaration of forgiveness, justification—distinct from grace. In this manner, the new theologian demoted the priest and his rites. God, it seemed, was distinguished from the world
by a generous, transcendent splendor.
Yet, tensions between nature and grace persisted among Protestants. A range of controversies suggest how the strain between embodied holiness on earth and alien righteousness from heaven diversified and grew over the course of the sixteenth century, for
example, in conflicts about: the extent and mechanisms of publicly enforced religious
discipline in south German and Swiss cities; the status of moral law in Christian life;
the concept of participation in Christ’s righteousness (after the imputation of righteousness); liturgical and theological compromises imposed by the Imperial Diet after
Protestants lost the War of Schmalkalden; the mystical theology of the Queen of Navarre
Marguerite d’Angouleme; Remonstrants and Counter-Remonstrants in the early Dutch
Republic; and the Academy of Saumur during the Jesuit-centered, Catholic renewal cultivated by Cardinal Richelieu in France. 38 By the end of the sixteenth century, Protestant
theologians were keenly sensitive to the gradations of moral power. To the most theocentrically anxious, generally Reformed Orthodox but also “Gnesio-Lutherans,” a tiny
element of contingent, human input in the overall process of salvation could ignite furious debate.
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Powers of Self
More intriguing still, to the medievalist at least, Protestants of all stripes found ways
to describe a person’s moral apparatus positively, as a natural component of the living, ensouled body. Martin Luther insisted that a believer, and the gift of faith, exist “in
Christ,” citing another common Pauline phrase, in which condition a believer wants to
do good in an overflowing sense of gratitude. He divorced this from the language of
virtue in suspicion. Melanchthon carried over Luther’s distinction between justification
and the transformation of the soul, but he was perfectly at ease with virtue, and like
scholastic theologians since Peter Lombard, he admitted that supernatural virtues follow grace.39 To him, the body’s natural affections, its natural concupiscentia, was morally
neutral, their dishevelment (ἀταξία omnium affectionum) renders natural concupiscence bad.40 He emphasized the freedom of the will under divine influence to decide
between right and wrong, and he, like John Calvin, granted moral law a positive function in spiritual life: “the law is to be promoted to the reborn, that it may teach certain
works in which God wants us to exercise obedience.” Both he and Calvin used Aristotle’s
Nichomachean Ethics in ways comparable to late medieval commentators.41 In fact,
among Protestant scholars of all kinds, as among their Catholic peers, there emerged
over the course of the sixteenth century some dozen Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic
ways to conceptualize moral weakness and its remedies.42 The effects of grace were still
analyzed in their natural human domain.
William Tyndale (d. 1536) fully embraced the Lutheran concept of imputed passive justice, but he never saw the imputation of righteousness and moral renewal as opposites43;
nor did later Puritans or, presumably, their influences (Calvin, the Zurich reformer
Heinrich Bullinger, and Reformed Orthodox theologians on the continent). Puritans
were keen on the idea of the imputation of an alien, external righteousness, “a mental boundary that divided true reformed Protestants from works-righteous papists.”44
But their stress on biblical covenants as the model of divine–human interaction placed
moral obedience and virtue at the center of religiosity. They were ready to pounce on
anyone setting grace against moral law.45

Lexical Borrowing
Protestants could allude to the proximity of their vocabulary to a medieval Catholic
lexicon. Justification by faith, according to the Augsburg Confession, blossomed as
justification by faith formed by love, a clear allusion to the Pauline phrase central in
Peter Lombard’s discussion of “infused grace,” as long as love is understood as a “relative noun,” not a substance or endowment poured into the soul.46 The religious use
of the term iustus in the bible could refer to both passive justice “imputed” at baptism
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and “inherent” justice after, according to Protestant and Catholic theologians in their
famous agreement on “double justification” at the Diet of Regensburg (1541).47 Political
circumstances encouraged theologians to collate opinions they would rather have juxtaposed. Johannes Brenz (d. 1570), Lutheran theologian in the retinue of the Protestant
Duke of Württemberg, criticized the re-Catholicizing Augsburg Interim’s (1548) notions
of faith, grace, and merit.48
He also said the justified should exercise the supernatural virtues of faith, hope,
and love and do good works by the favor and grace of God, alluding to a doctrine
common among Catholic theologians since Peter Lombard. Martin Chemnitz (d.
1586), one of the two most influential Lutheran theologians of the later sixteenth
century, described a person’s communion with God as a kind of participation in
the union of divine and human in Christ, alongside the imputation of Christ’s alien
righteousness, and he used medieval scholastic language to describe a sequence
of experiences of grace in the soul: the purely divine disposition toward human
beings (gratia praeveniens), a divine action preparing a person to believe (gratia
praeparans), and a divine influence over human dispositions and behavior (gratia
operans).49
In the Elizabethan church, the enemy of the Puritan’s doctrine of predestination
looked popish (Peter Baro, d. 1599).50 Yet the Puritan emphasized the methodical pursuit of virtue after grace, matching the rigor of Jesuit casuistry in an evangelical mode
(William Perkins, d. 1602) or adapting the medieval distinctions of “grace freely given”
(gratia gratis data) and “grace making acceptable” (gratia gratis faciens) (William
Whitaker, d. 1595).51 “We do not disallow the philosophy of your schoolmen,” said
Whitaker. Then he repeated the distinction between a first justice imputed to the sinner and a second justice of infused virtues, alluding to the concept of double justification agreed at Regensburg. Broad church Calvinists like Richard Hooker (d. 1600),
dismissive of Calvin and Perkin’s predestinarianism, were comfortable with Aquinas
and Aristotle—all this in a vibrantly anti-Catholic, anti-Spanish Habsburg environment
where doctrines continued to serve “myriad political narratives” for years to come.52
One can discern, among Luther’s followers, the adaptations of a medieval ethics of
virtue.
In these controversies, the Protestant repertoire of interlinked arguments illustrating
and explaining evil and grace grew, energized not only by Luther’s discovery of passive
righteousness but by Catholic accusations of antinomianism. By century’s end the new
Protestant repertoire included sequences of arguments about the powers and relationships of intellect and will, divine decrees, the relation of God’s knowledge and will, the
connections of divine action to God’s being, and the biblical diction, in Hebrew, Greek,
and “Chaldean” (Aramaic), that supported a theologian’s standpoints. They argued
about nature and grace like never before. When the Reformation was said and done,
Protestant theologians expanded the theological vocabulary of human nature and
divine grace. They extended a debate that had begun with the rise of universities three
hundred years before Luther was born!
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Catholics
Cardinal Wolsey read the papal condemnation of Luther, Exsurge Domine, and burned
several of the heretic’s books in St. Paul’s churchyard, London, on May 12, 1521. The
Bishop of Rochester, John Fisher (d. 1535), then preached a sermon. He said, the “one
grete grounde of Martyn Luther” is that “faythe alone withouten workes doth Iustifye
a synner. Vpon ye whiche ground he byldeth many other erroneous artycles.”53 Exsurge
Domine alluded to Luther’s doctrines of original sin and justification, but the condemnation centered on his criticisms of penance. Scholars pointed to Luther’s critique of
active righteousness as the lynchpin of criticisms Luther meant it to be. They included
reform-minded scholastics, friends of humanists, humanists, quasi-humanist scholastics, and of course high churchmen.54 So it would be in Catholic theology up to the
twentieth century. No clearer dichotomy can be imagined: orthodox versus heretic,
Catholic versus Lutheran, at the matter of evil and grace.
Yet between the Diet of Augsburg in 1530 and the end of the first period of the Council
of Trent (1547), while the religious controversy seemed to linger in an unsettled transition state, prominent Catholic intellectuals took positions approximating Luther’s own.
Theirs has often been called a mediating, Erasmian stance, and Erasmus certainly represented it. He, too, discovered “a true and new grace, that is the free gift of the truly justifying faith of the gospel” in Paul’s Letter to the Romans.55 Although he rejected Luther’s
concept of the bondage of human choice to evil, Erasmus also worried over monks
and theologians “who attribute too much to man’s merits.” Moreover, from 1527 to the
end of his life in 1536, through the later editions of his Paraphrases and Annotations, he
increasingly emphasized the role of faith and the uselessness of good works in justification, approximating Luther’s interpretation of key New Testament terms and phrases,
to support authentic goodness and the trim, Christ-centered spirituality Erasmus promoted from his earliest writings.56 In spite of Erasmus’s “charming and very agreeable
intellect,” one could wonder—people did wonder—that “either Erasmus Lutherizes or
Luther Erasmizes” (aut Erasmus Lutherizat, aut Lutherus Erasmizat), in the concerned
and polemical report of the Jesuit Peter Canisius, d. 1597.
Italian humanists began accusing Erasmus of instigating Luther’s rebellion as early
as the 1520s. Suspicion never abated. By the publication of Pope Paul IV’s Index of
Prohibited Books (1559) with Erasmus’s name on it (in the all-books-prohibited category), a line had been drawn, even though a vigilantly orthodox theologian had trouble putting those biblical and patristic commentaries and editions aside. Juan de Valdés
(d. 1541) kept an Erasmian read of Paul alive in the sodality of spirituali around the
Colonna heiress Giulia Gonzaga (d. 1566) and the influential clergy at the court of Pope
Paul III (Gasparo Contarini, Jacobo Sadoleto, Reginald Pole, Pietro Bembo, Giovanni
Morone).57 Valdes also wrote a commentary on Romans to support Contarini’s team
negotiating with Protestants at the Diet of Regensburg in the year he died. It relied heavily on Erasmus.58
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Double Justice
Johannes Gropper (d. 1559), a Cologne theologian, developed a concept of “double justice” in his Enchiridion christianae institutionis (1538), drawing on the fifteenth-century
Augustinian, Jacobo Perez of Valencia and perhaps also the late Dominican Tommaso
de Vio Cajetan (d. 1534).59 It was the source of the “double justification” doctrine
accepted by theologians of the old and new faith at the Diet of Regensburg, including
old friends of Valdes: Gasparo Contarini (d. 1542), papal legate to the Diet; Giovanni
Morone (d. 1580), papal diplomat and future organizer of the Council of Trent; Albert
Pighius (d. 1542), Gropper’s more famous teacher at the University of Cologne; Julius
Pflug (d. 1564), the former jurist of the old-faith defender Duke Georg of Saxony; not to
mention the Protestants Martin Bucer (d. 1551), Philip Melanchthon, and even, in a way,
the uncompromising John Calvin, who wrote comfortably of a “double grace.”
Pope Paul III rejected the Regensburg Colloquy’s agreement on justification, but a
Catholic mediating theology survived the condemnation. The issue was, could Catholic
theology make place for passive justice, the axiom on which Protestant redefinitions of
grace hung? Albert Pighius published two books in the year of his death. These suggested the parameters of Catholic experiment in the turbulent days preceding the
Council of Trent (1545–1563). One book, De libero arbitrio (1542), attacked Calvin to
defend the will’s natural moral sovereignty.60 Another book, a report of the Regensburg
Colloquy, defended a doctrine of double justice, which, at least to one of his Cologne
colleagues, was influenced by John Calvin himself.
Pighius noted that the issue was justitia not within the Holy Trinity or in humans
among themselves but in people before God (in creaturis, hominibus coram Deo, as an
anonymous reader pointed out, Figure 2.2). Justice in humans before God may refer to
God’s punishment of sin (iustitia per contentionem). But it may also refer to a justice
that corresponds to a divine standard (iustitia per correspondentiam). This “justice by
corresponding” is manifest either as “the absolute and most perfect correspondence to
God’s rule” (ad suam regulam … absolutam et perfectissimam, in the marginalia), which
since the fall of Adam and Eve only God incarnate achieved, or as a relative correspondence accommodated to human frailty (ad suam regulam … quatenus nostrae infirmitati attemperata [iustitia] est). At this point, Pighius made the decisive concession. He
argued that justice so qualified involves imputed righteousness, “in him (Christ) we are
justified before God, not in ourselves; not our righteousness but his, which is imputed
to us with him when we are participating in him.”61 Gesturing toward the new faith,
Pighius said that imputed righteousness comes by faith. But those with faith always
intend to fulfill God’s commands. Faith merely begins conversion. And good works are
meritorious by virtue of God’s acceptance, not because God is indebted to doers of good.
It was a both/and formula, nature and grace, with passive justice worked in.
The Gropper–Pighius doctrine of double justice contributed to the evangelical
Catholicism that almost brought the Elector Prince-Bishop of Cologne, Hermann
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Figure 2.2 Anonymous notes in a contemporary hand outlining Pighius’ Controversiarum
praecipuarum in comitiis Ratisponensibus tractarum sign. F6(v).
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin—PK/Abteilung Historische Drucke/Signatur: 4” Dg 3738: S16.

of Wied, into the Protestant party in 1545 and 1546.62 Less influential scholars also
embraced it (the Catholic schoolmaster in Zwiefalten, Bernhard Ott) or otherwise reconciled a Lutheran form of justifying faith to the sacrament of penance (the Franciscan
cathedral preacher of Mainz, Johannes Wild, d. 1554) or adapted justifying faith to
the freedom of the will (the Catholic teacher in the Protestant gymnasium illustre at
Dortmund, Jacob Schoepper, d. 1554) or adapted it to the gamut of traditional devotional practices (the former Lutheran Georg Witzel, d. 1573). Julius Pflug went on to play
a central role in negotiations with Melanchthon over the Augsburg Interim, accepting
a basically Protestant concept of justification in exchange for concessions on Catholic
rites and hierarchy. For a while, Catholic experiments were trickling down.

Lexical Cleansing
Other Catholics were cagey. Protestants seemed anxious to claim that Contarini
accepted Protestant doctrine.63 One of the Italian spirituali, Bernardino Ochino
(d. 1564), claimed it was the cardinal’s private report that encouraged him to flee Italy for
Geneva, and another, Pietro Martiri Vermigli (d. 1562), was said to have run to Zurich
and Strasbourg after hearing Contarini tell his story.64 Both became prominent among
continental reformers supporting Cranmer during the reign of Edward VI. Double justice was crumbling from within.
The threat of loss helped erect a wall at justifying faith in the 1540s. The Council of Trent
ultimately strengthened the wall. But first theologians experimented. Early in its business,
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after composing and publishing canons and a decree on the standard doctrine of original sin, in June 1546, theological delegates drafted a decree on justification. Further debate
produced three more revisions of the draft over the next seven months, until the council’s
general congregation published the fourth and final draft as its decree on 13 January 1547.65
It looked like a fitting complement to the emperor’s rapid success in the war against
the League of Schmalkalden in Germany in exactly these months. The debates at Trent
put Catholic versions of iustitia passiva on full display. It was defended especially by
members of the Augustinian Order, as an element of “double justice.” The display rankled. Dionysius Zannettino (d. 1566), a bishop in Crete and a member of the Franciscan
Observance, was horrified to hear Augustinian friars echoing Luther in the sanctuary
of Trent’s Santa Maria Maggiore: “Si vede manifestamente quella religion esser tuta
infecta!”66 On the other hand, Reginald Pole (d. 1558), at this point one of the council’s
three presidents, and Girolamo Seripando (d. 1563), general vicar of the Augustinian
Order and now the principal defender of the idea of double justice, warned their peers
how zeal against Luther could go too far, driving Catholics into error.67
Catholics were experimenting with passive justification per solam fidem (Giulio
Contarini, d. 1575, nephew of Gasparo Contarini), justification as divine acceptance
with congruent merit in the preparation for grace (Franciscan Andrés de Vega, d. 1549,
most important Scotist at the council), and double justice as a two-step righteousness: (1) unrighteous to righteous; then (2) righteous to more righteous (the Franciscan
Anton of Pinarolo).68 Seripando worked duplex iustitia into the second draft of the
council’s decree. Enemies carefully sifted it out.
By the fourth draft of the decree, iustitia passiva was gone. Debate moved to the late
medieval problem of prevenient grace and human predisposition (Thomists stressing
grace, Scotists stressing human choices), under cover of “the certainty of faith.” Self-
consciously excluded was Luther’s conviction that faith is itself the assurance of salvation. Dominicans at Trent denied certainty of grace in this life, while Franciscans
asserted actual righeousness as assurance. The council’s prelates were neutral, determining that certainty might be possible only to those in a state of grace.69 Grace, it was
agreed, must be a transformative power in the soul. But the council left the exact relationship of human power and divine grace unresolved.
Soon the inquisition set to work showcasing the heresy of passive justice in Italy and
Spain. Their most famous victim was the Dominican Archibishop of Toledo, Bartolome
Carranza, a veteran of the council and professor of theology in Valladolid. When the
tribunal threatened him with the penalty of death, he was dismayed.
I will die for having said that [God’s] Son, Jesus Christ Our Lord, has justified his
chosen ones with His Passion and Death; and that it was Jesus Christ alone who
made peace between us and God; and that our works have no role in such a supreme
work as this.

He added that while “our works are necessary, they are not the cause of our salvation.”70 Was this Lutheran? In the proceedings, a friend protested that Caranza
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agreed with Luther only where Luther agreed with tradition. No matter. Carranza was
removed from his see and died in the obscurity of an Italian convent. Others were less
fortunate. 71
The council had effectively neutralized passive justice. But Catholic debate over the
relationship of human power and divine grace continued long after Trent, well over a
century, under an increasingly complex vocabulary of terms and concepts. Conflict
was provoked by assertions of the autonomy of nature’s moral order in Paradise (the
Louvain professor Michael Baius, d. 1589), by a definition of God’s concursus generalis
that distinguished between the “merely sufficient” and “efficacious” modes of divine will
and proved their necessity in predestinarian fashion (the Spanish Dominican Domingo
Bañez, d. 1604), by the formulation of human will as an extrinsic cause acting on God
(the Portuguese Jesuit Luis de Molina, d. 1600), and by a reassertion of Augustine’s anti-
Pelagian doctrine of grace as the predestined cause of holiness in and after Paradise (the
Flemish theologian, Cornelius Jansen, d. 1638, with the Cistercian nuns of Port-Royal
des Champs in Paris and Jean Duvergier, abbot of Saint-Cyran in central France).72
These debates were answered by strings of papal commissions, censures, and decrees—
and very many books. All this, too, sharpened and intensified the problem of human
nature and divine-action grace. The Catholic repertoire of interlaced arguments illustrating and explaining evil and grace had grown.
This is where the religious controversy left evil and grace in Catholic theology.
Erasmus, Valdes, Gropper, Pighius, and Contarini brought the concept of passive righteousness into the Catholic vocabulary, and the Council of Trent pushed it out. The council confirmed the conviction that justice must be a human moral condition produced by
grace. The council’s aftermath intensified internal Catholic debate over the relation of
divine agency and natural power. A new, modified theological vocabulary evolved, but a
medieval problematic survived.

Conclusion
So it was that Martin Luther catalyzed both Protestant and Catholic theologians when
he attacked indulgences and dramatically redefined righteousness, goodness seen in the
pure light of God. Theologians in the religious controversy did not hide their ideological
purposes. To party theologians, grace was about the concrete relations of God to human
nature in everyday life under one or another form of religious discipline. Ideally, the
entire clerical enterprise, of whichever church, was professionally committed to a set
of concrete mediations of grace. All their erudition was meant to tear down or build up
religious hierarchies and devotional practices.
But if the significance of Luther is bound to the reception of his theology, one notices
how Luther’s great innovation, the doctrine that a mortal human being can only be passively just before God, did not escape turbulent, persistent debates about nature and
grace. This counts for something, too. Their study of evil and grace was not just about
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Protestants dismantling, Catholics defending, an established religious culture. It was
about trying to give it new life.
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